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A 19thC Chinese export black lacquer work table, with rounded
rectangular chinoiserie decorated hinged top enclosing a fitted interior
with various ivory and bone implements, compartments with shaped
ivory lids, etc on turned legs joined by a cylindrical stretcher and
terminating in hairy paw scroll feet with material sewing bag, 78cm high,
64cm wide, 43cm deep. For a similar example see Christies Interiors
Sale 22nd February 2011 Lot 133.
A Chinese porcelain blue and white porcelain tea canister, of
rectangular form, decorated with shaped panels of figures, buildings,
trees and mountains, with floral spandrels, six character Kangxi mark to
one side, probably 20thC, 28cm high.
A 19thC heavily carved Anglo Indian padouk and sadeli double tea
caddy, with domed top, with fitted interior, the exterior profusely
decorated and raised with building surrounded by flowers and further
panels, with an outer geometric border, 16cm high, 27cm wide, 12cm
deep. (AF)
A Chinese porcelain blue and white bottle vase, with slender neck
decorated with an all over design of scrolling peonies, unmarked, partial
collectors label to base, probably 19th century. 31cm high.
A 19thC octagonal Chinese export lacquer box, decorated in gilt with
panels of figures and buildings with background of dragons. Removable
interior tray, 12cm high, 26cm wide, 21cm deep.
A large Japanese Imari Meiji period jardiniere, the flared rim above a
ribbed circular body, profusely decorated with birds, buildings and
flowers, predominantly in orange and blue, with an upper geometric
floral border on circular foot, unmarked, 39cm high, 39cm wide, 41cm,
deep. (AF)
A graduated set of early 20thC Chinese Canton enamel jars and covers,
each decorated with panels of figures to the lids, the bodies decorated
with flowers, predominantly in pink, turquoise and blue on green ground,
10cm wide, etc. (a quantity)
A heavily carved African staff, partially ebonised, with turned handle and
elaborate top, 106cm high, a further tribal staff with turned figure end,
bamboo staff with plain mushroom top. (3)
A mid 20thC Nigerian carved walking stick, of cylindrical form, 105cm
wide, various other African tribal weaponry, bow with figure head, spear,
etc. (a quantity)
A collection of African tribal weaponry, cross bow with turned handle and
figure head with metal section, the main body 52cm wide, a bamboo
finish staff decorated with figure head and geometric pattern, various
other spears, etc. (a quantity)
An African tribal cleaver, with curved blade tip and heavily carved
handle, with compressed circular pommel, 55cm wide.
Three various African tribal spears, to include one with an elaborate
arrowhead top with turned metal handle and wooden turned centre
section with plain banding, 74cm high, and two others. (3)
An African tribal spear, with plain handle, turned top and pierced
wooden top end, 190cm high, another two similar, and a further turned
throwing stick or arrow of slender form. (4)
A Chinese cloisonné bulbous vase with onion neck, decorated with
flowers, predominately in pink, green and blue, on a black ground, Qing
dynasty, 19thC, 31cm high. (AF)
A pair of Japanese bronze incense burners, each with domed lids with
Sambaso dancer knops, the shaped bodies flanked by scroll handles on
scroll feet, terminating in domed bases, profusely decorated with panels
of figures a Buddhist drum and trees, early 20thC, 24cm high.
A pair of Japanese Kutani porcelain jardinieres, decorated with
pheasants chrysanthemums and cherry blossom between lappet and
diaper borders in gilt, seal marks to the base. 20thC, 23cm high. (2)
A Chinese pottery bluster vase with everted neck, decorated in
underglaze blue with panels of sages, on a glazed base, 22cm high.
An Chinese porcelain lid, with dog of fo knop above a landscape and a
geometric band, 19thC, 10cm high.
A Chinese blue and white porcelain gu vase, decorated with bands of
dragons, birds and foliage between bands of key fret designs and
waves, six character Guangxu mark beneath. 20thC, 25cm high.
A Japanese Tokoname terracotta vase, decorated in relief with a dragon
in cloud below a Greek style key fret band, impressed marks to the
base. Meiji period, 24cm high.
A Japanese inlaid bronze ovoid vase decorated with fishes, etched mark
to base, Meiji period, 29cm high.
A Chinese painted wood figure, of a seated sage in flowing robes with
polychrome hat, probably 18thC, 43cm high.
An African tribal hardwood head figure, with elongated features, shell
eyes and open mouth, on a circular part pierced base, 45cm high.
A Meiji period Japanese cloisonne baluster vase, decorated with flowers
on a blue ground, 35cm high. (AF)
A 20thC African tribal head formed as a lady, with elaborate hair and
heavily carved neckline, 24cm high.
An Inuit style carving, formed as a bearded gentleman reading book,
with upper tree back section, 55cm high.
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A heavily carved ebonised African tribal totem style figure, formed as
two figures with elaborate features on a circular base, 54cm high.
A late 19thC Chinese blue and white jardiniere, of waisted form painted
with flowers and leaves, 20.5cm diameter, 15cm high.
Spare lot.
A Chinese bronzed spelter figural group, of a seated bearded general
with two attendants on a rock work base, unmarked, 19thC, 37cm high.
A 20thC African tribal carved pillar, of four sections formed as many
figures with elaborate hair and clothing, on turned point stems,
terminating on a carved round base, 85cm high.
A Chinese porcelain bottle vase decorated, in coloured enamels with
flowers and butterflies, four character Qianlong seal mark to base,
20thC. 19cm high.
Spare lot.
A Japanese Imari charger with basket of flowers, surrounded by panels
of floral bouquets on a blue ground, gilt border, signed on the underside
and with Made in Japan label, 20thC, 46cm diameter.
A Japanese Meiji period parquetry and lacquer table cabinet, with two
doors opening to reveal six drawers, all above two short and one long
drawer and on a plinth base, 29cm high, 30cm wide, 14.5cm deep.
A Chinese Kangxi porcelain dish, profusely decorated with flowering
shrubs, predominantly in orange, green and blue, with an outer floral
banding broken by panels of flowers in blue and green, blue tripod
censer mark to base, 28cm diameter. (AF)
An 18thC Chinese porcelain plate, in famille rose palette, decorated with
flowers within an outer turquoise border broken by further flowers in pink
and turquoise with a gilt outline, 23cm diameter, and a further export
porcelain plate. (2, AF)
A Chinese porcelain tea bowl, decorated with lappets filled with figural
and landscape decoration the interior with warrior on horseback, with an
outer floral banding, exterior decorated with further panels of warriors,
probably 19thC, 6cm high, and a further blue and white bowl. (2, AF)
A Chinese blue and white porcelain baluster jar and cover, decorated
with panels of women alternating with birds of birds and flowering
branches, pseudo four character Kangxi mark to base, 28cm high.
A Chinese spill holder modelled as a kneeling child with smiling
expression, glazed predominantly in green, yellow and orange, 19thC,
17cm high.
A Japanese Satsuma bowl, decorated with women walking in front of
The Golden Pavilion in Kyoto, the exterior with irises, chrysanthemums
and maple foot, the base signed Hakuzan, Meiji period, 18cm diameter.
A Chinese blue and white porcelain ginger jar, decorated with a
landscape scene below geometric border, 19thC, 27cm high. (AF)
A 20thC African tribal dome, with leather insert and entwined woven top,
28cm high. (hollow)
Various cast metal and other figure groups, Deities, Gods, Indian metal
figure groups, various other tribal items, etc. (a quantity)
A group of Chinese porcelain, comprising a floral decorated Chinese
Imari bowl decorated with flowers, a twin mouthed sauce boat with ear
handles decorated in blue and white with flower sprays and diaper
borders, possibly 18thC; a blue and white bowl of tapering form, 15cm
diameter; a Kangxi style blue and white bowl decorated with flowers with
an outer Greek key pattern border and spurious Kangxi six character
seal mark, and two tea bowls enamelled with flowers in famille rose
palette, probably 18thC. (a quantity)
A Chinese export porcelain blue and white tea bowl, decorated with
buildings, birds and trees with gilt shaped rim, 18th/19thC, 9cm wide.
A Chinese soapstone Tang style figure of a standing saddled horse, on
shaped base, 20cm high.
A pair of Chinese turquoise glazed pottery dogs of fo, each on shaped
partially pierced bases, unmarked, 23cm high. (2)
A group of Chinese ceramics, comprising a Ming style Chinese inkstone,
the exterior decorated with a band of scrolling flowers in underglaze
blue, 12cm diameter; and an octagonal dish in famille rose palette; and
a further porcelain saucer in green enamels with Chenghua nian zhi
mark beneath. (3)
A Chinese export porcelain mug, decorated with blue cartouches
containing coloured enamelled figures, the background with floral sprays
between diaper and arrowhead bands, unglazed base, 18thC, 14cm
high.
A Chinese export porcelain sparrow beak jug, the globular body
decorated in polychrome enamels with flowers predominantly in pink,
green and orange, 18thC, 13cm high. (AF)
A set of four Japanese Imari porcelain plates, decorated with figures
among bamboo and prunus, central underglaze blue floral medallion,
four character Fuki Choshun mark (meaning Wealth, Nobility, Longevity
and Youth), Meiji period. 23cm wide.
A 20thC metal vase, with compressed cylindrical stem, studded and
raised with stylised animals, the globular raised and set with various
geometric patterns, on a circular foot with gilt highlights, 23cm high.
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A Japanese porcelain jardiniere, the rim decorated with flowers, the
body with a band of ho-o birds among clouds of flowers, on three
moulded feet, probably Meiji period, 23cm diameter.
A Chinese bronze censer of bellied form, decorated with three
characters within dragons chasing the flaming pearl to each side, animal
head handles, 19thC,(polished), 14cm high.
A pair of 18thC Chinese porcelain plates, each decorated in polychrome
enamels with butterflies and flowers, 23cm wide. (2, AF)
A pair of 18thC Chinese porcelain soup bowls, decorated with stork
standing on a fence beside flowers, predominantly in pink, green and
orange, with a decorative outer border of geese birds and flowers, 23cm
diameter. (AF)
A large Chinese blue and white porcelain brushpot, of waisted form
decorated with a continuous scene of scholars playing a game of go
while attendants look on, further adult figures and children playing in the
garden, Greek key fret border at the base; Kangxi style and possibly of
the period. 17cm high. (AF)
A 20thC Japanese cloisonne box and cover, profusely decorated with
flowers in orange, blue, black and green, Meiji period. 7cm wide.
A Chinese provincial porcelain dish, decorated with birds and flowering
trees, 28cm diameter. (AF)
A 17thC style pottery dish, sponged with floral decoration, with inner
orange glaze and unglazed base, probable later, 31cm diameter.
Various metal ware, African treen carvings, Studio style vase, African
tribal monkey and owl group 32cm wide, various other treen, African
tribal carvings, vase, etc. (a quantity)
Two 20thC African tribal carved panels, the first figure in flowing robes
holding vessel, the other figure holding spear, with plain borders, 51cm x
20cm.
An African tribal knife, with shaped blade and wooden sheath, with
entwined banding and carved stylised hoof handle, 49cm wide.
An African tribal sheath knife, with shaped plain blade and wooden
sheath with entwined handle and shaped grip with lower entwined strap
work, 52cm high.
A heavily carved African tribal face mask, with elaborate hairstyle and
pierced eyes, with shaped nose and lips, heavily carved, 39cm high.
A heavily carved African tribal face mask, in black and white decoration
with pierced raised eyes and other heavily carved features, with part
cloth surround, 34cm high.
A string of jade coloured beads, each approx 4mm diameter, on a plain
clasp, 116cm long.
Three pendants, comprising a jade style pendant, of shaped form
decorated with fish with a pierced upper section, 6cm high, and two
others. (3)
A late 20thC Japanese charger, in an Imari style palette, decorated with
flowers with gilt highlights, marked to base, 37cm diameter.
A Chinese porcelain baluster vase of octagonal section, profusely
decorated with prunus flowers on a blue ground, four character Qianlong
mark to base, probably early 20thC, neck reduced. 21cm high.
A pair Japanese Kutani pottery bulbous vases with compressed trumpet
necks, decorated with panels of flowers within a scrolling karakusa
(octopus tentacle) and flowerhead ground, on shaped feet, Meiji period,
29cm high. (2)
An African tribal carved figure, formed holding drum, with elaborate head
dress, 34cm high.
A group of tribal art, comprising a metal face mask, with elaborate head
dress set with exotic birds, the figure head quarter profile with elaborate
neck, 19cm high, various African tribal carved masks, figure holding
basket, Oriental vase with raised metal banding, other tribal ware, etc. (a
quantity)
A heavily carved African tribal group, formed as many entwined figures,
on a shaped base, 39cm high.
An African tribal jar, painted with a red and black banding, with plain
interior, 18cm high.
An African tribal face mask, with pierced eyes, partially decorated with
an outer sun motif, 28cm wide.
A heavily carved African tribal face mask, with pierced eyes and
elaborate mouth, decorated in black and white, 38cm high.
An African tribal face mask, of shaped ellipse form with pierced eyes,
partially carved face and an arrangement of circular holes to the border,
31cm high.
A heavily carved figure group, of a lady in flowing robes holding double
ended knife, on plain base, unmarked, 21cm high.
A heavily carved tiger wood style African tribal head, formed as a girl
with elaborate hair and neck line, 28cm high.
Various tribal items, horn of entwined form with hide centre and turned
banding, 35cm wide, another similar, double ended knife, potter head,
etc. (a quantity)
A Chinese carved wood statue of a monk, in flowing robes, at prayer in
seated pose, possibly 18thC, 23cm high.
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A South Sea style or tribal bow, with shaped handle set with shells and
a turned leather section with robe stringing, 19cm wide, and a similar
design quill with arrows.
A Chinese famille rose ovoid jar and cover decorated with parakeets and
chrysanthemums, bamboo etc on a blue ground, printed six character
Qianlong mark to base, 20thC, 34cm high.
Spare lot.
A duo of 18thC Chinese blue and white porcelain octagonal export meat
plates, decorated with bamboo peony and other flowers beside a fence
and flowers, shaped diaper and leaf borders, 46cm wide and 41cm
wide.
Spare lot.
An African tribal knife, with tapering blade, turned handle with metal
arrowhead pommel, 68cm wide.
A heavily carved African tribal wooden figure group, 23cm high, and a
carved Eastern wall mask. (2)
A group of 18thC and later porcelain, comprising an 18thC Chinese
export armorial saucer, with central shield picked out in gilt, with an
outer bluer border decorated with stars, 15cm wide, an export porcelain
tea bowl, decorated with flowers, and associated saucer. (3, AF)
A Chinese porcelain prunus vase garniture, with two gu vases and a
cylinder vase, of trumpet form, with raised centre, profusely decorated
with flowers on a blue ground, four character mark to base, 19cm high,
two other prunus vases. (3)
A Kangxi style Imari decorated porcelain bowl, of circular tapering form,
with an inner Greek key geometric pattern, centred by a flower,
predominantly in orange and blue, on a circular foot, with flower head
marked to base, probably 19thC, 18cm diameter. (AF)
A heavily carved African tribal head, with hair and beard picked out with
shells, with pierced eyes, partially painted red and black, main body,
39cm high.
An amber coloured resin figure of Buddha, in seated pose wearing
flowing robes, 13cm high.
A late 19thC Cantonese famille rose jar and cover, the lid decorated with
figures in an interior setting, the main body decorated with panels of
birds, insects and flowers and further interior scenes, 7cm high.
A Kangxi design jar, decorated with panels of vases and figures aside
fence, hexagonal shaped, predominantly in green, orange and yellow,
unglazed base, 18cm high.
A Chinese export porcelain tea caddy, with domed top, profusely
decorated with buildings, bridge, trees and birds, with plain cylindrical
stem, unglazed base, unmarked, 13cm high.
A Chinese Qing Dynasty blue and white porcelain cylinder vase,
decorated with bird perched on a plant, with further flowering branches,
trees, etc., double circle line to base, 21cm high. (AF)
A Chinese Qing Dynasty blue and white cylinder vase, with an upper
and lower Greek key geometric banding, decorated with figures of
warriors at war before mountains, with a further floral border, on circular
foot, four character mark to base, probably late 19thC, 25cm high. (AF)
A Chinese porcelain blue and white double gourd vase, decorated with a
butterfly above flowers, four character Kangxi mark, 19thC, 21cm high.
A Chinese porcelain bowl decorated in green and pink enamels, with
flowering branches above a lotus petal border, double circle six
character Kangxi mark, 19thC, 14cm diameter.
A pair of Japanese porcelain blue and white plates, with central floral
emblems and outer panels of bamboo and lotus, the reverse with Fuki
Choshun mark mark, 19thC,18cm wide. (AF)
An unusual Japanese Satsuma group of a Gama Sennin seated upon
his giant toad, Meiji period. 28cm high.
A Japanese porcelain blue and white vase, with flared neck and ear
handles decorated with flowers and birds, applied with later decoration
in lacquer of ho-o bird and peonies, three character mark beneath, Meiji
period. 54cm high. (AF)
A Roman style glass vase, with trumpet stem and bellied circular body,
with elaborate handles, in opalescent colours with rough pontil, 10cm
high. (AF)
A Roman style vase, with pointed end, plain handles and plain stem,
12cm high.
Various Roman style vessels pots, etc., a vase with pointed end in
opalescent geometric colours, 18cm high, various shards, globular vase,
a heavily carved miniature tribal head, etc. (5)
20thC Chinese. A pair of mountainous river scenes, with figures, boats
and cattle, monochrome watercolours, signed, 44cm x 66cm.
20thC Chinese. The four seasons, waterways with houses and boats,
watercolours, signed, within machine silk embroidery borders, 32cm x
18cm.
A 20thC Chinese silk embroidery panel depicting children at play on a
black ground, 84cm x 32cm.
A Chinese silk embroidery panel, depicting dragon boats and swimmers,
20thC, 32cm x 84cm.
A 20thC Chinese silk embroidery panel depicting a dragon among
clouds, the body composed of children. 84cm x 32cm.
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A 20thC Chinese silk embroidery panel depicting children playing,
fishing and kite flying, etc., on a red ground, 84cm x 32cm.
A pair of 20thC Chinese silk embroideries, in the style of rank badges
depicting a dragon with flaming pearl, and a peacock, 30cm x 30cm.
A 20thC Chinese river landscape with boats, watercolour, signed, 36cm
x 52cm.
A 20thC Chinese painting on linen depicting waterways with houses,
boats and figures, signed 45cm x 30cm.
A 20thC Chinese painting on linen of boats and bamboo, signed, 44cm x
30cm, and a framed ink text, 43cm x 26cm.
A Japanese woodblock print titled Dusk Scene in Numazu, first created
by Utagawa Hiroshige (1797-1858) between 1831 and 1834. No. 13
from the series - 53 Stations of the Tôkaidô. 24cm x 37cm.
Two Japanese woodblock prints - a kingfisher on a branch beneath
wisteria; and a swift with hydrangea, both signed, 20thC, 28.5cm x 6cm
and 18.5 x 4.5cm.
A Japanese woodblock print of a actor in patterned kimono by Kunisada
II (1823 - 1880), signed, 34cm x 24cm, and another woodblock print of a
longtailed cockerel on a branch, signed Sekian. 19th century. 37cm x
16cm.
A Japanese woodblock print of an Asian pheasant on a branch of
flowering prunus, signed, 20thC, 45cm x 28cm.
A Japanese print, depicting the seated figure of a geisha with kimono
falling from her shoulders, reading a scroll, signed with two characters
and red seal, further printed inscriptions to top right and lower left,
20thC, 23cm x 20cm.
Est. 40 - 60
A Japanese woodblock print, Straw Mat for Rice Cakes, by Kaburaki
Kiyokata (1878 - 1972), circa 1908. 27cm x 20cm.
Est. 50 - 80
A Japanese woodblock surimono "Kamata" by Totoya Hokei, depicting
figures beside a fence extolling the beauty of the cherry blossom
beneath a poem by Genchotei, Fusako, c.1900, 20cm x 17cm.
Est. 80 - 120
A Japanese print, depicting a woman with fan and child with pine
branch, red seal mark below two character signature, 20th century.
46cm x 29cm.
Est. 20 - 40
A Japanese woodblock print, depicting a groom with horse, signed and
inscribed, 19th century, 36cm x 25cm.
A Japanese woodblock print, Snow at Hie Shrine (Shato no yuki (Hie
jinja) by Kawase Hasui (1931), 36cm x 25cm.
Est. 50 - 100
A Japanese woodblock print, depicting a geisha, two children and her
attendant dressed in finery before a blossom tree, signed with four
character mark above a red seal, 20th century, 39cm x 17cm.
Est. 40 - 60
A Japanese woodblock print, known either as Scarlet Peach or Tipsy
Beauty, by Kiyokata Kaburagi (1878-1973) , 30cm x 21cm.
Est. 80 - 120
A Japanese woodblock print, depicting a geisha escorted by Shoki
holding a parasol with an oni carrying a lunch box, 19th/20th century,
24cm x 18cm.
Est. 40 - 80
A pair of hardwood framed Chinese watercolours, of vases containing
blossoming flowers and branches,19th/20th century, 67cm x 32cm. (2)
Est. 30 - 60
A Japanese print on silk, depicting a saddled horse with two red seals
and lengthy inscription, 20thC, 47cm x 55cm.
Est. 20 - 30
A Japanese woodblock print, Naval Officers Discussing the Battle
Strategy for the Invasion of China, by Mizuno Toshikata, 1894, 36cm x
71cm.
Est. 100 - 150
A late 19thC Chinese bronze dragon lock, with three wheel design and
pull out lock, 9cm wide.
A Japanese black lacquer cabinet, with gold figures on horseback with
trees, flowers and sprays, with one large drawer, three smaller drawers,
on splayed feet, 76cm high, 86cm wide, 51cm deep.
A pair of late 19thC Kutani vases, of shouldered circular form with
panels of birds and flowers, predominantly in orange with an orange and
girt decoration on shaped feet, character marks beneath, 32cm high. (2)
A multi coloured hide, wicker and metal framed elephant storage box,
88cm high, 120cm wide, 38cm deep approx.
A multi coloured hide, wicker and metal framed hippo storage box, 79cm
high, 106cm wide, 37cm deep approx.
A fine Japanese okimono of a minogame, known as the straw-backed
turtle, symbolising long life, signed Ryubundo, 25cm wide.
Est. 500 - 800
A 20thC Japanese scene buildings, in the hills before further trees and
mountains ink and wash in floral mountains 105cm x 64cm.
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A Japanese bridge before boats trees and hills, ink and wash, signed
with seal marks, 127cm x 56cm.
A 20thC Japanese picture, geisha and other figures in flowing robes,
before buildings, wood block print, signed, 36cm, 77cm.
A Japanese triptych picture, interior setting figures, wood block print, in
colours, signed, 38cm x 84cm.
A Japanese picture figure in flowing robes, and another wood block
print, signed, 36cm x 56cm, and a further wood block triptych, signed.
Two Japanese pictures, monkey amongst trees and mice block print,
signed and sealed, 19cm x 26cm (2).
A Japanese samurai figures in flowing robes and armour one drawing
samurai sword print signed, 22cm x 32cm (2).
Various Japanese wood block prints, to include Yoshi Fuj, figure on
horseback print signed and attributed, 33cm x 23cm and various others.
A 20thC Japanese picture, an eagle attacking prey on a tree bough,
watercolour, 55cm x 16cm and a fan shaped gouache.
A Japanese picture of geisha, wood block with hand touching, signed,
35cm x 26cm, and a further Japanese wood block print figures in boat,
signed (2)
A Japanese picture of a figure in flowing floral robes, wood block print
signed, 36cm x 26cm, and a further wood block picture of a geisha
A Japanese erotic figure group picture, with gentlemen in flowing robes,
with floral tattoos, print signed, 41cm x 27cm.
A Japanese triptych winter scene, figures in flowing robes in the snow,
wood block print, signed, 31cm x 65cm.
An Oriental silk work embroidery, formed as many figures, children, etc.,
to include some in pegoda with a floral outline in colours, 69cm x 41cm,
framed and glazed.
A late 19thC Chinese vase, of baluster from, decorated with birds,
flowers and trees, in orange, blue and green, with red stamp to
underside, 33cm high. (AF-repaired)
A porcelain cup and saucer, design of pink floral group, blue mark to
underside, 11cm wide.
A bronze figure of two figures, one walking on another, with four arms
and a knife, on a staggered base, 12cm high, 10cm wide.
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